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LIVING COLOUR: 'The Paris Concert' DVD Due In November - Sep.
1, 2008

MVD/Inakustik  has  set  a  November  11  release  date  for  the  new
LIVING COLOUR DVD entitled "The Paris Concert". A desription of the
title reads as follows: "For their millions of fans aroud the world, LIVING
COLOUR  needs no introductions: Vernon Reid,  Will  Calhoun,  Doug
Wimbish and Corey Glover are among the leading New York musicians
who helped break down the doors leading to a renewed musical landscape
in the '80s. They're one the very few groups — if not the first and only —
that can be coined as authentic sons of Jimi Hendrix. This is obvious in
the intense concert these masters of groove gave at the New Morning in
2007. A treat for all connaisseurs who are aware of the fact that LIVING
COLOUR's  groundbreaking  music  is  the  most  impressive  when  it  is
performed in the intimate heat of a club!"

"The Paris Concert" DVD track listing:

* Type
* Middle Man
* Funny Vibe
* Song Without Sin
* Nova
* Sacred Ground
* Memories Can't Wait
* Papa Was A Rolling Stone
* Glamour Boys
* Crosstown Traffic
* Go Away
* Either Way
* Ignorance Is Bliss
* Drum Solo
* Flying
* Love Rears Ist Ugly Head
* Cult Of Personality

 



URIAH HEEP
"Wake the Sleeper"

DRAGONFORCE
"Ultra Beatdown"

MOTÖRHEAD
"Motörizer"

SOULFLY
"Conquer"

To  report  any  abusive,  obscene,  defamatory,  racist,  homophobic  or
threatening comments, or  anything that may violate any applicable laws,
please  send an  e-mail  to  bmouth@bellatlantic.net  with  pertinent  details.
Anyone posting such material will be immediately and permanently banned.
IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing these conditions.

COMMENT | Yep....
posted by : fellsta
9/2/2008 5:21:00 AM

right with yer on that one Rotting Elvis part deux!!! There should be
way more Stain material on here as that is by far their best album!!!

I'll still buy it though, as a DVD from these dudes is well overdue.



COMMENT | anyway...
posted by : kelu
9/2/2008 5:31:06 AM

I had to pass on that concert so I'll pick this one up

COMMENT | interesting
posted by : spiderbucket
9/2/2008 9:48:27 AM

How all of that Black Rock Coalition just DIED about the time that
NWA came on the scene. Not sure why. But there was a time there
in the late 80's where there were a lot of black rock bands and many
of them were really good. And there was a whole different feeling of
integration within the music scene that vanished almost overnight.
Again - why ? Nearly every band that I used to play in and with was
mixed race. That was before OJ and the LA Riots coincidence or not.
What a shame. Living Colour  were the biggest of  the genre. But
check out the Bad Brains 'I Against I' and 'Quickness' if you want to
really hear some awesome sounds.

COMMENT |
posted by : timesup
9/2/2008 9:56:11 AM

The haven't played info overload or pride live for a while... this is
the life gets thrown in to Tomorrow Never Knows/Nova (live)...
Auslander is on the Word Cafe Live DVD (recorded in Philadelphia)
http://www.myspace.com/livingcolourmusic

COMMENT |
posted by : RiotAct666
9/2/2008 10:44:54 AM

Cool

COMMENT | Hey Spider bucket
posted by : dcarr
9/2/2008 12:23:09 PM

I have also been a bit bummed that the many of thebands of the
Black  Rock  Coalition  never  took  off  but  many  of  the  groups fell
victim to: 1.) record companies still not sure how to market a Black
Rock act even after  the success of  Living Colour. 2.) the Seattle
sound  hitting  big!  3.)  Really  poor  record  deals  signed  by  these
bands.  4.)  some  radio  stations flat  out  saying,  "we already  play
Living  Colour,  they  are  our  token  Black  rock  act."...groups  like
Follow for Now, Eye and I, Maggie's Dream, Total Eclipse, The family
stand, fell victim to one if not all of this...having said this there are a
lot  of  Black/multiracial  acts  in  rock  and  metal  that  have  been



moderatley successful thanks to the internet, changing perceptions
about what rock is and changing perceptions about race these bands
include: God Forbid, Sevendust, Deftones, Skindred, Rage Against
the Machine, Ben Harper and the Innocent Criminals, Whole Wheat
Bread...

COMMENT | thanks
posted by : spiderbucket
9/2/2008 1:06:10 PM

Good info. I saw the Family Stand back in the day at the New Music
Seminar in NYC.

COMMENT | Awesome!
posted by : i went to the store and all i got was this stupid username
9/2/2008 2:12:19 PM

I love LC, amazing band. So many great songs, Flying, Type, etc. I
really would have loved to have Time's Up on here, but no matter.
Still an amazing band of really nice guys. The band goes out of their
way  to  hang  out  with  fans  post-show  Met  Doug  Wimbish  on  a
connecting flight from Las Vegas (he lives in CT where I'm from),
was totally friendly and as kind as could be. Great guys, hope for
continued success.
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